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Groz-Beckert on site at India ITME 2022
Albstadt, Germany / Noida, India: The 11th India ITME will take place
from December 8.– 13., 2022, in Noida, India. Over 1,800 exhibitors and
more than 150,000 trade visitors from the textile and apparel industry
from all over the world are expected. Groz-Beckert will be presenting
innovations from its various product areas. In Hall 14 at Stand A4B3 in
the India Exposition Mart Ltd, Groz-Beckert will be welcoming guests on
site.

India ITME takes place every four years and is the ideal technology platform
for forward-looking innovations in the textile world. At the 11th edition of India
ITME, exhibitors will be presenting their highlights from research and
development across 15 halls – including Groz-Beckert.

The Knitting Product Division will be presenting several new products at India
ITME: Among them the SAN™ SF staple fiber needle and the SNK SF staple
fiber sinker, which are specially designed for use on large circular knitting
machines. The division will also be exhibiting the SAN™ TT for applicationrelated use in the field of technical textiles for flat knitting machines, as well as
a needle which enables the advance into new dimensions of gauge in the flat
knitting sector.

Groz-Beckert will also be demonstrating its competence as a system supplier
in the field of warp knitting at the India ITME. The warp knitting machine
needles and system parts from Groz-Beckert are precisely matched to one
another and achieve a uniform and flawless warp knitting process.
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With the WarpMasterPlus and the KnotMaster, the Weaving product division
presents the latest generation of drawing-in and knotting machines from GrozBeckert. They are particularly distinguished by their ease of operation and
flexibility.

The product area Felting (Nonwovens) presents its product and service
highlights for the nonwovens industry. These include the HyTec P jet strip for
spunlace customers as well as the GEBECON felting needle, the dur needle,
EcoStar felting needle and the Groz-Beckert customer product. The HyTec Pnozzle strip is characterized by improved handling and higher hardness. The
patented GEBECON felting needle offers an improved surface finish and
optimized breakage bending properties.

The Carding product area will present its further developments for the
spinning industry. These include the new stationary flat series, the TV56
revolving top and the cylinder wire set with special tooth geometry. The new
stationary flat series is characterized by an innovative tooth geometry and a
new type of tooth distribution. The new TV56 revolving top with its new setting
pattern and 560 points per square inch is particularly easy to clean. The
improved cylinder wire convinces with its special and patented tooth shape,
which has a positive effect on the maintenance effort. This makes it
particularly suitable for quality-oriented cotton spinning mills producing highquality yarns. Visitors can also look forward to the new InLine card clothing
series for the nonwovens sector.
In the Sewing exhibition area, the focus is on technical textiles – in particular
the manufacture of car seats. The answer to the high demands of sewing car
seats is the special application needle SAN® 5.2 from Groz-Beckert. The
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special geometry gives it sufficient stability. The double groove at the point
improves thread guidance and leads to a uniform seam pattern, especially in
multidirectional sewing processes. The scarf chamfer on both sides of the
needle prevent skipped stitches and optimize loop formation. The wear
protection is increased by the titanium nitride coating GEBEDUR. In addition,
the quality management INH will be exhibited and the functions and contents
of the customer portal will be presented.

Further innovations, new products and services await visitors to the GrozBeckert stand during India ITME – live on site in Noida.

About Groz-Beckert
Groz-Beckert is the world's leading supplier of industrial machine needles,
precision parts and fine tools as well as systems and services for the
production and joining of textile surfaces. The products and services support
the areas of knitting, weaving, felting, tufting, carding and sewing. Founded
back in 1852, the company generated 742 million euros in sales in 2021 with
around 8,700 employees worldwide. Groz-Beckert is active in more than 150
countries worldwide with agencies, production and sales subsidiaries.

